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BACKUS JOHN 1979 The history of FORTRAN I, II, and III. Annals of the History of 
computers l(l), 21-37. This paper covers early attitudes toward automatic program- 
ming in the 195Os, the events leading up to the FORTRAN project, and the development 
of the first FORTRAN COMPILER. Backus also briefly describes FORTRAN II and III and 
closes with comments about FORTRAN's strengths, defects, and impact on later language 
development. Extensive bibliography. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES. OPTIMIZATION. J. H. 
LANNING. N. ZIERLER. COMPILERS. (John Backus was in charge of the FORTRAN Project 
at IBM from its inception. This paper originally appeared in Preprints, ACM SIGPLdN 
History of Programing Languages Conference, Los Angeles, Cd 1-3 June 1978.) 
(H. S. Tropp) H1309 
BOCKSTAELE P P 1978 Mathematics in the NETHERLANDS from 1750 to 1830. Janus 65, 
67-95. Discusses mathematical life in and out of universities in the trying times 
under the Republic, under Austrian then French domination, and finally under the 
monarchy. Gives short sketch of all mathematicians in that era. 
(A. Schlissel) #1310 
BRUINS E M 1979 On Interpretation in the History of &thematics. Janus 66, 83-129. 
Criticizes some studies in the history of mathematics that are duplicative. Gives 
examples involving work on Archimedes' "Measurement of the Circle," al-K&hi's "Key 
of Arithmetic,:' the proof of irrationality, Euclid's number theory, and Indian tables 
of sines. HISTORIOGRAPHY. (A. Schlissel) #1311 
BRUINS E M 1976 The division of the circle and ancient arts and sciences. J?l""S 
63, 61-84. Reviews BABYLONIAN methods of LINEAR INTERPOLATION between "excesses" 
and "defects." Method eventually yields values for T. HERON, ARCHIMEDES, and HUYGENS. 
(A. Schlissel) #1312 
BRUINS E M 1973 On the history of APPROXIMATIVE COMPUTATION. Janus 60, 199-206. 
How the methods for extracting roots have been rediscovered several times. Compares 
the work of HERON, HALLEY, DELAGNY, and TCHEBYSCHEFF. (A. Schlissel) #1313 
BRUINS E M Review of A History of NUMERICAL ANALYSIS From the 16th Through the 19th 
Century By H. H. Goldstine. Janus 65, 303-312. Critical review containing many 
historical references. (A. Schlissel) #1314 
BRUINS E M 1978 Computation of LOGARITHMS by HUYGENS. Janus 65, 97-104. Historical 
perspective and analyses on Huygens' 1661 method. BiiRGI, NAPIER, BRIGGS, and DE DECKER. 
(A. Schlissel) #1315 
BUSARD H L L 1977 Gber einige Euklid Kommentare und Scholien, Die im Mittelalter 
bekannt ware". (Concerning some commentaries and scholia about EUCLID that were 
know" in the middle ages.) Janus 60, 53-58. Analyzes some commentaries on Books 
III, V, X-XIV of Euclid's Elements. AHNAD IBN JUSUF, CAMPANUS, GERARD v. CREMONA, and 
ROGER BACON. (A. Schlissel) P1316 
BUTZER P L and others 1979 EDUARD HELLY (1884-1943): Eine nachtrBgliche Wiirdigung. 
Aachen: Lehrstuhl A fiir Mathematik, RWTH Aachen, Templergraben 55, D 5100 Aachen. 
38pp. (reproduced typescript). An appreciative essay based upon manuscripts, publica- 
tions, and letters by Helly as well as remembrances by mathematicians still living 
who knew him or his work. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS. Bibliography of Helly's work (includ- 
ing lectures) and related works. Portrait. (ACL) #1317 
CLAGETT MARSHALL 1979 Studies in MEDIEVAL PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS. London: Variorum 
Reprints. 366~~. 22.00 pounds sterling. (Collected Studies Series, CS103.) Thirteen 
studies written between 1948 and 1978, six of which are devoted to medieval mathematics. 
EUCLID. ADELARJJ OF BATH. HERO OF ALEXANDRIA. ARCHIMEDES. FRANCESCO MAUROLICO. Of 
particular value is the name index for the volume compiled by Peter Marshall. 
(ACL) #1318 
DORAN R AND WICHMANN, J 1977 The GELFAND-NAIMARK THEOREMS for C*-ALGEBRAS. L'En- 
seignement Mathematique (2) 23, 153-180. Traces history of these REPRESENTATION 
THEOREMS and also presents survey of their impact on other branches of mathematics. 
Bibliography. (A. Schlissel) #1319 
Abstracts #1320-1329 
DUGAC P 1975 Sur la publication du dernier volume des Oeuvres d'AUGUSTIN CAUCHY. 
(On the publication of the last volume of Auqustin Cauchy's "Works.") Revue D'Histoire 
des Sciences 28, 75-83. Description of the 27th and last volume of Cauchy's complete 
works. Analyzes content. (A. Schlissel) #1320 
ECCARIUS WOLFGANG 1979 ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDTs Bemmiihunqen um Additionsloqarithmen. 
NTM-Schriftenr. Gesch. Naturwill., Technik, Med. 16, 30-42. Transcription with notes 
of two early unpublished manuscripts by van Humboldt on LOGARITHMS. (ACL) #1321 
EDWARDS, CHARLES HENRY 1979 The Historical Development of the CALCULUS. New York/ 
Berlin: Springer-Verlag. xii + 351 pp. $28.00. From the Preface: "My goal in writ- 
ing this book was to present an account . . . that is accessible, not solely to students 
of the history of mathematics, but to the wider mathematical community . . . including 
those who study, teach, and "se calculus... In this book I have tried to mirror this 
complex historical process by anchoring my account ._. in the computational paradigms 
that I feel have played the central role in the development of the calculus." The 
range is from Babylonian geometry to nonstandard analysis. There are exercises 
throughout and references to the history-of-mathematics literature. (ACL) #1322 
EVANS G R 1975 The RITHMOMACHIA: A MEDIEVAL Mathematical Teaching aid? Janus 63, 
257-271. Discusses the variant rules of this 12th-century game as it is found in 
various manuscripts. This game was used inside the classroom as a teaching aid and 
outside the classroom for enjoyment. (A. Schlissel) #1323 
FEDERICO P J 1979 Squaring rectangles and squares: A historical review with annotated 
bibliography. Pp. 173-196 in Graph Theory and Related Topics, J. A. Bondy and U. S. R. 
Murty, editors (New York: Academic Press). DISSECTION OF RECTANGLES into unequal 
*qUC3rCS. Bibliography of 73 items. (ACL) #1324 
FELLMANN ELIL A 1979 CHRISTIAAN HUYGENS 1629-1695. Humanismus und Technik (Heraus- 
qeqeben van der Gesellschaft van Freunden der Technischen UniversitPt Berlin) 22, 
85-101. Contributions by Huyqens to mathematics and other sciences are outlined. 
(ACL) #1325 
GODEAUX LUCIEN 1979 L'Oeuvre mathematique de ADOLPHE QUETELET (1796-1874). (The 
mathematical works of Adolphe Quetelet.) Janus 60, 97-99. Biography of the Belgian 
scientist who made contributions to geometry, especially acoustics, astronomy, meteor- 
ology, and statistics. (A. Schlissel) #1326 
GOOD I J 1979 Early work on computers at Bletchley. Annals of the History of Computers 
l(1) I 38-48. Bletchley Park was the primary site of the British Group which attacked 
the problem of CRYPTANALYSIS of the messages enciphered on the GERMAN cryptographic 
machine ENIGMA and the GEHEIMSCHREIBER during WWII. It was also at Bletchley that a 
pioneering electronic device COLOSSUS was conceived and developed. This paper is the 
author's personal account of some of the people and events which he was involved with 
at Bletchley during WWII. The paper is limited by the author's freedom to discuss 
material which is still classified. COMPUTERS. ULTRA. BOMBE. TURING ALAN A. 
BLETCHLEY PARK. ENGLAND. Photographs. (H. S. Tropp) #1327 
GPATTAN-GUINNESS I 1975 On the publication of the last volume of the works of 
AUGUSTIN CAUCHY. Janus 62, 179-191. Review of the events surrounding the publica- 
tion of Cauchy's complete works, manuscripts, related material, and list of errors. 
(A. Schlissel) #1328 
GRUENBERGER FRED J 1979 The history of JOHNNIAC. Annals of the History of Computers 
l(l), 49-64. (This paper is a reprint of RAND Memorandum RM-5654-PR, October 1968.) 
In this account, the author made use of both available documentation and the memories 
of individuals who participated in the design, construction, and use of JOHNNIAC at 
RAND. JOHNNIAC was one of the Princeton class machines based on the logic design of 
JOHN VON NEUMANN, HERMAN GOLDSTINE, and ARTHUR BURKS and engineered under the leader- 
ship of JULIAN BEGELOW at the Institute for Advanced Study. Each of these Princeton- 
type machines (which included ILLIAC, ORDVAC, AVIDAC, MANIAC, and others in the U.S., 
Europe, Australia and Israel) "had the same general logic, but they were hand-built, 
individually adapted, and each had, therefore, its own peculiarities. JOHNNIAC was 
no exception." Professor Gruenberqer also includes an Appendix which consists of a 
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letter (dated 12 June 1953) from JOHN WILLIAMS, then head of RAND's mathematical 
division to J. R. GOLDSTEIN, then a RAND vice-president "without which JOHNNIAC might 
have met an early death." JOHNNIAC became operational at RAND in 1953 and was retired 
to the Los Angeles Country Museum in 1966. COMPUTERS. W. WARE. G. BROWN. W. GUN- 
NING. K. UNCAPHER. CORE MEMORY, C. SHAW. Photographs. (H. S. Tropp) #1329 
GUPTA RADHA CHARAN 1976 ARYABHATA, ancient INDIA's great astronomer and mathemati- 
cian. The Mathematics Education 10, 69-73. Account of the life and work of the 
5th century scientist after whom India's first artificial satellite was named. 
@CL) #1330 
GUPTA RADHA CHARAN 1976 A preliminary bibliography on ARYABHATA I. The Mathematics 
Education 10, 21-26. (ACL) #1331 
GUPTA RADHA CHAPAN 1979 JAINA formulas for the arc of a circular segment. Jain 
Journal 13, 89-94. ANCIENT INDIA. (ACL) #1332 
GUPTA PADHA CHARAN 1978 Indian values of the SINUS TOTUS. Indian Journal of History 
of Science 13, 125-143. "The ancient SINE of an arc was defined (apparently in INDIA 
for the first time) as half the chord of double the arc in a circle of reference. The 
radius of this circle thus became the TrijyZ (the Sine of three signs) or the Sinus 
Totus (the total or complete Sine). "--From the author's abstract. (ACL] ~ #1333 
GUPTA RADHA CHARAN 1976 A mean-value-type formula for inverse interpolation of the 
SINE. The Mathematics Education 10, 17-20. "Several sets of tabular Sines [the Indian 
Sine distinguished by a capital s] ._. are found in astronomical works of ancient and 
medieval INDIA. With these tabular values of the Sine, direct and inverse interpola- 
tions corresponding to the intermediary functional and argumental values can be 
carried out" (p. 17). (ACL) #1334 
GUPTA RADHA CHARAN 1976 SINE of eighteen degrees in INDIA up to the eighteenth 
century. Indian Journal of History of Science 11, l-10. (ACL) #1335 
GUPTA RADHA CHARAN 1976 tiDHAVA's POWER SERIES computation of the SINE. Ganita 
27, 19-24. Fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. (ACL) #1336 
HAWKINS BILL 1979 John Napier (1550-1617], the Great Scot! The New Zealand Mathe- 
matics Magazine 16, 53-61. Survey of the mathematical work of JOHN NAPIER, especially 
his construction of LOGARITHMS, using Hawkins' translations of Napier's books De arte 
logistica and Rabdologiae. (G. J. Tee) #1337 
HERNANN ARMIN and others, editors 1979 WOLFGANG PAULI. Wissenschaftlicher Brief- 
wechsel mit Bohr, Einstein, Heisenberg u.a. Band I: 1919-1929. New York/Heidelberg/ 
Berlin: Springer-Verlag. xlvii + 577 pp. illustrated, indexed. $80.00. (sources 
in the History of Mathematics and Physical Sciences, Vol. 2) Transcription, with 
notes, of letters written to and by Pauli. Letters in Danish by Bohr are translated 
into German. Letters are also included by: FELIX KLEIN and HERMANN WEYL. Other 
mathematicians are mentioned throughout. PHYSICS. (ACL) #1338 
HERMELINK H 1978 Arabische Unterhaltungsmathematik als Spiegel Jahrtausendealter 
Kultur Beziegungen zwischen Ost und West. (ARABIC RECREATIONAL MATHEMATICS As mirror 
of the thousand year cultural relationship between East and West. Janus 65, 105-117. 
Nearly all types of mathematical PUZZLES and problems provided for intellectual pleasure 
wnich can be follnd in medieval collections may be followed back to Arabic influences 
and through them back to Chinese, Babylonian, and Egyptian cultures. GAMES discussed: 
the rodin in the water, the guardian in the orange garden, the lazy worker, the found 
pLl?Z*e, the purchase of a horse, the hundred birds, and Bachet's weighing problem. 
(A. Schlissell #1339 
HILTON PETER 1977 Some contributions of BEN0 ECKMAN to the Development of TOPOLOGY 
and related fields. L'Enseignement Mathematique (2) 23, 191-208. Traces the contribu- 
tions of Eckman to algebraic topology and its impact on other branches of mathematics. 
Continuous solutions of systems of linear equations, group-theoretic proof of the 
Hnrwitz-Radon theorem, complexes with operators, spaces with means. Bibliography 
(A. Schlissel] #1340 
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JOHNSON DALE M 197,9 The problem of the INVARIANCE OF DIMENSION in the growth of 
modern TOPOLOGY, Part I. Archive for History of Exact Sciences 20, 97-188. A casual 
treatment of ideas concerning dimension before GEORG CANTOR prefaces a detailed account 
of dimension theory between 1877 and 1913. (ACL) #1341. 
JONES PHILLIP S 1975 The use of the history of mathematics as a TEACHING tool. 
Ontario Mathematics Gazette 14, 35-39. @CL) #1342 
KASTLER A 1977 AMPERE et les lois de l'electrodynamique. (Amp&e and the laws of 
electrodynamics.) Revue d'Histoire de Sciences 30, 143-157. Discusses Amp&e's 
mathematical treatment of electrical phenomenon which led to the discovery of "electro- 
dynamic forces." (A. Schlissel) #1343. 
KNAPP HANS GEORG 1978 Notwendige und zuf;illige Wahrheiten: Die Summierunq unendlicher 
R&hen im Lichte der Leibnizschen Begriffslogik. Studia Leibnitiana 10, 60-86. 
"Necessary and contingent truths: The SUMMATION OF INFINITE SERIES in the light of 
Leibniz' logic of concepts." G. w. LEIBNIZ. LOGIC. (ACL) #1347 
KNOBLOCH E 1976 Die mathematischen Studien "on G. W. LEIBNITZ z"T KOMBINATORIK 
(The mathematical studies of G. W. Leibnitz about Combinations). Janus 63, l-26. 
Development of Leibnitz.work in COMBINATORICS and problems dealt with. Discusses 
Leibnitz,Nachlass, his followers. WEINGARTNER, STERN, HINDENBURG, and BOSCOVITCH. 
(A. Schlissel) #1345. 
LUTZ L and others, editors 1979 Lexikon des Mittelalters. Bd. 5: Apotheose - Arques. 
Miinchen/Ziirich: Artemis Verlag. Pp. 802-1023. This dictionary of the MIDDLE AGES 
began in 1977 (abstract #799). The first five fascicles contain mathematics-related 
articles on ADELARD OF BATH, ALBERT OF SAXONY, LEON BATTISTA ALBERTI, ALBERTUS MAGNUS, 
ALCUIN, ARCHIMEDES, and ARISTOTLE. (ACL) #1346 
MAC LANE S 1978 Origins of the COHOMOLCGY OF GROUPS, 1'Enseignement Mathematique 
(2) 24, l-30. Traces origins of the theory of cohomology groups, the essential steps 
in its development, and its relation to other areas in mathematics. Bibliography. 
(A. Schlissel) #1347. 
MEHRTENS HERBERT 1979 Das Skelett der modernen Algebra: Zur Bildung mathematischer 
Begriffe bei RICHARD DEDEKIND. Pp. 25-43 in: Disciplinae novae. Zur Entstehuny neues 
Denk- und Asbeitsrichtunyen in der Naturwissenschaft. Festschrift zum 90. Geburtstay 
van Hans Schimank, Edited by C. J. Scribe. GBttingen: Joachim Jungius-Gesellschaft 
der Wissenschaften Hamburg. "The skeleton of modern ALGEBRA: On the development of 
mathematical concepts according to Dedekind." Methodological remarks by Dedekind are 
collected together and commented upon, and examples are given. DEDEKIND CUTS. IDEALS. 
DUALITY IN ALGEBRA. (XL) #1348. 
MEHRTENS HERBERT 1979 Bemerkungen z.ur pragmatischen Philosophic, Sozial- und Ideen- 
geschichte der Mathematik am Beispiel der Entstehung der Verbandstheorie. In: mm 
VerhB'ltnis "on Mathematik und Philosophie im Vnterricht de+ Sekundarstufe II/Kolleystufe 
(Institut fiir Didaktik der Mathematik Bielefeld, Materialien und Studien Band 12), 
s. 189-210. HISMRIOGRAPHY and PHILOSOPHY of MATHEMA?ICS, History of LATTICE THEORY. 
(M. Mehrtons) #1349. 
MERETZ WOLFGANG editor 1977 MICHAEL STIFEL (1487? bis 1567): Kurzer Abriss der 
gesamten Lehre Euklids im zehnten Buch seiner Elemente, K. tinigsberg, 1551. Berlin: 
Published by the author (Wilhelm&r. 78, 1000 Berlin 20). 67 pp. (Softbound, reproduced 
typescript) Transcription of Latin manuscript by Stifel dealing with ROOTS, with 
German translation. (ACL) #1350 
MURATA T  1973 Sur L'evolution de L'idee d'effectif" dans l'histoire de la theorie des 
eIlSembleS. (On the evolution of the ideas of "EFFECTIF" in the history of the theory 
of SETS.) Revue d'Histoire des Sciences 26, 265-368). Compares the different con- 
ceptions of the idea of "effectif" as used by E. BOREL and A. CHURCH. 
(A. schlissel) #1351. 
NEVSKAJA NINA I 1973 JOSEPH-NICOLAS DELISLE (1688-1768) Revue D'Historie des Sciences 
26, 289-313. Examines principal facets of scientific activity of the Frenchman Delisle 
LO6 Abstracts $1352-1359 E!N7 
who worked in the history of astronomy, celestial mechanics, astrophysics, .ysics, 
meteorology, physics, geodesy, cartography and geography, and oriental studies. 
(A. Schlissel) #1352. 
RANDELL BRIAN 1979 An annotated bibliography on the origins of computers. Annals 
of the History of Computers l(2), 101-207. This is without question the best single 
bibliographic source on the origins of the electronic computer. The BIBLIOGRAPHY 
contains approximately 750 citations each of which is annotated, and the complete 
collection is indexed. The current version is an update of the annotated bibliography 
which the author appended to his earlier publication The Origins of Digital Computers: 
Selected Papers (Springer-Verlag, 1973) to which he added entries up to June 1979. 
The author also includes (Appendix 2) a brief description of the vast historical 
documentation which was accumulated during the litigation between Honeywell, Inc. 
and Sperry Rand Corp. (1967-1973) over the validity of the ENIAC Patent. COMPUTERS. 
CALCULATING MACHINES. SEQUENCE CONTROL MECHANISMS. CRYPTANALYTIC DEVICES. ELECTRO- 
MECHANICAL and RELAY CALCULATORS. PUNCHED CARD MACHINERY. BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
(H. S. Troppl #1353. 
SINACEUR M-A 1974 L'infini et les nombres: Commentaire de R. DEDEKIND a Zahlen" 
La correspondance avec KEFERSTEIN. (Infinity and Numbers: the remarks of ixdekind 
concerning "Zahlen": The correspondence with Keferstein.) Revue d'Histoire des 
Sciences 27, 251-278. Essay giving background to the correspondence between Dedekind 
and Keferstein concerning the problem of the construction of the entire series of 
whole numbers. Contains the correspondence of Dedekind and Keferstein. 
(A. Schlissel) #1354. 
SINACEUR M A 1979 ~a methode mathematique de Dedekind. (THE MATHEMATICAL METHODS 
OF R. DEDEKIND.) Revue d'Histoire des Sciences 32, 105-142. Presents historical 
setting for the correspondence between Dedekind and LIPSCHITZ, and the texts of the 
letters by Dedekind, that deal with the foundations of mathematics. 
(A. Schlissel) #1355. 
SINACEUR H 1973 Cauchy et Bolzano, (CAUCHY and BOLZANO.) Revue d'aistoire des 
Sciences 26, 97-112. Deals with the relationship of Bolzano's and Cauchy's work. 
Indicates difference between Bolzano's analytic style and Cauchy's geometrical style. 
(A. Schlissel) #1356. 
STERN NANCY 1979 The BINAC: A case study in the history of computers. Annals of 
the History of Computers l(l), 9-20. The BINAC (Binary Automatic Computer) was the 
first operational stored program computer in the U.S. It was designed and constructed 
by the ECKERT-MAUCHLY CORP. for the Northrup Aircraft Corp. and delivered in 1949. 
In April 1949, "one half" of BINAC ran for 44 consecutive error-free hours. In the 
paper, Professor Stern provides a historical analysis of BINAC's development and the 
events which resulted in Remington Rand's acquisition of the Eckert-Mauchly Corpora- 
tion. J. W. NAUCHLY. J. P. ECKERT. UNIVAC. EDSAC. COMPUTERS. (H. S. Tropp) #1357 
TATON RENE 1974 Inventaire chronologique de L'Oeuvre de LAGRANGE. (A CHRONOLOGICAL 
INVENTORY OF THE WORKS OF LAGRANGE.) Revue D'Histoire des Sciences 27, 3-36. Chronol- 
ogical table of all the publications of Lagrange with precise bibliographical references 
Explanatory notes and references to the Oeuvres. (A. Schlissel) #1358. 
TOMASH ERWIN and COHEN ARNOLD A 1979 The birth of an ERA: Engineering Research 
Associates, Inc. Annals of the History of Computers l(2), 83-97. This is an account 
of the early years of a pioneering electronic computer company. The authors joined 
ERA in 1946, the year the company was founded in St. Paul, Minnesota. (In 1952, ERA 
was acquired by Remington Rand, which had earlier acquired the Eckert-Mauchly Corp. 
These two mergers established the basis for what is today Sperry Univac.) This paper 
discusses events in WWII leading to the formation of ERA, ERA's technological con- 
tributions to the emerging computer environment, the company's early growth, and 
financial problems and organizational problems after merger with Sperry Rand. ERA 1101. 
ERA 1103. NSA. MAGNETIC DRUM STORAGE. J. E. PARKER. W. C. NORRIS. H. T. ENGSTROM. 
R. MEADER. J. H. RAND, JR. CRYPTANALYSIS. COMPUTERS. J. MAUCHLY. J. P. ECKERT. 
(H. S. Tropp) #1359. 
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WEIL ANDRE 1979 Riemann, Betti and the birth of TOPOLOGY. Archive for History of 
Exact Sciences 20, 91-96. BIERMANN. Two letters from E BETTI to PLACID0 TARDY, 
1863, are transcribed and translated into English. These letters are described as 
relevant to BottazZini'S Archive paper (HM Abstract #1091). Bottazzini makes use 
of the Betti-Tardy correspondence in his 1978 HM article (#1079). (ACL) - #1360. 
WILDER RAYMOND L 1972 History in the mathematics curriculum: Its status, quality 
and function. American Mathematical Monthly 79, 479-495. EDUCATION. (Translated 
as "La historia en el programa de matema’ticas: su estado, calidad y funci6n." in 
Boletin de Matem6ticas 6, 28-58.) (ACL) #1361. 
YOUSCHKEVITCH A B 1976 J. A. DA CUNHA Et les fondements de L'analyse infinitesimale 
(J. A. Da Cunha and the fundamentals--foundations of INFINITESMAL ANALYSIS.) Revue 
D'Histoire des Sciences 29, 3-22. Deals with parts of Cunha's (1744-1787) work 
Principos mathematicas (Lisbon, 1790). This work embraces all principal parts of 
matheniatics, particularly calculus. (A. Schlissel) #1362. 
